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The Secret Life of Plants
The International Union for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants (UPOV) and the UPOV
Convention are increasingly relevant and important. They have technical, social and normative
legitimacy and have standardised numerous concepts and practices related to plant varieties and plant
breeding. In this book, Jay Sanderson provides the first sustained and detailed account of the
Convention. Building upon the idea that it has an open-ended and contingent relationship with
scientific, legal, technical, political, social and institutional actors, the author explores the Convention's
history, concepts and practices. Part I examines the emergence of the UPOV Convention during the
1950s and its expanding legitimacy in relation to plant variety protection. Part II explores the
Convention's key concepts and practices, including plant breeder, plant variety, plant names
(denomination), characteristics, protected material, essentially derived varieties (EDV) and farm saved
seed (FSS). This book is an invaluable resource for academics, policy makers, agricultural managers and
researchers in this field.

Plants, People and Practices
Vast 16th-century compendium features Latin and English names, physical description, place and time
of growth, scientific and folkloric details, and woodcut illustrations. This 1633 Gerard-Johnson edition
comprises approximately 2,850 plants and 2,700 illustrations.

The Cultural History of Plants
A full-color illustrated guide to the natural history of the most poisonous plants on earth This richly
illustrated book provides an in-depth natural history of the most poisonous plants on earth, covering
everything from the lethal effects of hemlock and deadly nightshade to the uses of such plants in
medicine, ritual, and chemical warfare. Featuring hundreds of color photos and diagrams throughout,
Plants That Kill explains how certain plants evolved toxicity to deter herbivores and other threats and
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sheds light on their physiology and the biochemistry involved in the production of their toxins. It
discusses the interactions of poisonous plants with other organisms--particularly humans--and explores
the various ways plant toxins can target the normal functioning of bodily systems in mammals, from the
effects of wolfsbane on the heart to toxins that cause a skin reaction when combined with the sun's rays.
This intriguing book also looks at plants that can harm you only if your exposure to them is prolonged,
the ethnobotany of poisons throughout human history, and much more. A must for experts and
armchair botanists alike, Plants That Kill is the essential illustrated compendium to these deadly and
intriguing plants. Provides an authoritative natural history of the most poisonous plants on earth
Features hundreds of color illustrations throughout Looks at how and why plants produce toxins
Describes the effects of numerous poisonous plants, from hemlock and deadly nightshade to poppies and
tobacco Explains poisonous plants' evolution, survival strategies, physiology, and biochemistry Discusses
the uses of poisonous plants in medicine, rituals, warfare, and more

The Botany of Desire
Once Upon a Windowsill
The world of plants and its relation to mankind as revealed by the latest scientific discoveries. "Plenty of
hard facts and astounding scientific and practical lore."--Newsweek

Handbook of Medicinal Plants
Stay up-to-date with this important contribution to rationalized botanical medicine The Handbook of
Medicinal Plants explores state-of-the-art developments in the field of botanical medicine. Nineteen
experts from around the world provide vital information on natural products and herbal
medicines—from their earliest relevance in various cultures to today’s cutting-edge biotechnologies.
Educated readers, practitioners, and academics of natural sciences will benefit from the text’s rich list
of references as well as numerous tables, figures, and color photographs and illustrations. The Handbook
of Medicinal Plants is divided into three main sections. The first section covers the use of herbal
medicines throughout history in China, Australia, the Americas, the Middle East, and the
Mediterranean, emphasizing the need for future medicinal plant research. The second section discusses
the latest technologies in production and breeding, crop improvement, farming, and plant research. The
third section focuses on groundbreaking advances in the medicinal application of therapeutic herbs. In
the Handbook of Medicinal Plants, you will gain new knowledge about: recent research and
development in Chinese herbal medicine modern methods of evaluating the efficacy of medicinal plants
by “screening” the newest developments of in vitro cultivation prevention and therapy of cancer and
other diseases using medicinal plants the challenges and threats to medicinal plant research today trends
in phytomedicine in the new millennium The Handbook of Medicinal Plants demonstrates the global
relevance of sharing local knowledge about phytomedicines, and highlights the need to make
information on plants available on a worldwide basis. With this book, you can help meet the challenge to
find scientifically rationalized medicines that are safer, more effective, and readily available to patients
from all walks of life.

Plants in Garden History
An evocative and richly illustrated exploration of flowers and how, over the centuries, they have given us
so much sustenance, meaning, and pleasureThe bright yellow of a marigold and the cheerful red of a
geranium, the evocative fragrance of a lotus or a saffron-infused paella—there is no end of reasons to
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love flowers. Ranging through the centuries and across the globe, Kasia Boddy looks at the wealth of
floral associations that has been passed down in perfumes, poems, and paintings; in the design of
buildings, clothes, and jewelry; in songs, TV shows, and children’s names; and in nearly every
religious, social, and political ritual.Exploring the first daffodils of spring and the last chrysanthemums of
autumn, this is also a book about seasons. In vibrant detail and drawing on a rich array of illustrations,
Boddy considers how the sunflower, poppy, rose, lily—and many others—have given rise to meaning,
value, and inspiration throughout history, and why they are integral to so many different cultures.

The American Flora, or history of plants and wild flowers: containing a systematic and
general description, natural history, chemical and medical properties of over 6000 plants,
accompanied with a circumstantial detail of the medicinal effects, and of the diseases in
which they have been most successfully employed
This is the story of plant life on Earth, uniquely retold through a remarkable record of spectacular fossils.
Palaeobotanist Paul Kenrick explains the importance of each fossil and how it marks a crucial inflection
point in plant evolution. Each discovery is illustrated with special photography featuring many original
specimens from the Natural History Museum, London. Beginning with the origins of plant life in the sea,
when photosynthesis first evolved in bacteria, Paul Kenrick traces the evolution of plants, through
ancient forests and grasslands to familiar flowering plants. From petrified tree trunks to grains of pollen,
the breadth of the geological record of plants is quite extraordinary and what emerges are forms that are
at first puzzling yet frequently striking and beautiful. The story of each specimen is interwoven with
impressions of the Earth's landscapes and environments at various periods of geological time, revealing
the dynamic feedback between plants and animals as well as large-scale planetary processes.

A History of Plants in Fifty Fossils
The Herbal, Or General History of Plants
“A beautifully illustrated reference book covers the origins, ecology and history of popular garden
plants.” —Shelf Awareness The oldest rose fossil was found in Colorado and dates to 35 million years
ago. Marigolds, infamous for their ability to self-seed, are named for an Etruscan god who sprang from a
ploughed field. And daffodils—an icon of spring—were introduced to Britain by the Romans more than
2,000 years ago. Every garden plant has an origination story, and Garden Flora, by noted garden
designer Noel Kingsbury, shares them in a beautifully compelling way. This lushly illustrated survey of
133 of the most commonly grown plants explains where each plant came from and the journey it took
into home gardens. Kingsbury tells intriguing tales of the most important plant hunters, breeders, and
gardeners throughout history, and explores the unexpected ways plants have been used. Richly
illustrated with an eclectic mix of new and historical photos, botanical art, and vintage seed packets and
catalogs, Garden Flora is a must-have reference for every gardener and plant lover.

Poisonous Plants
“Readers who enjoy plants and offbeat tales will find Brown’s book a happy mix” (Publishers
Weekly). Mankind has always had a morbid fascination with poisonous plants. Over the centuries,
poisonous plants have been used to remove garden pests—as well as unwanted rivals and deceitful
partners. They have also been used for their medicinal qualities, as rather dangerous cosmetics, and even
to help seduce a lover when perceived as an aphrodisiac. Some of these and other uses originate in a
medieval book that has not yet been translated into English. This book delves into the history of these
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plants, covering such topics as: How shamans and priests used these plants for their magical attributes, as
a means to foretell the future or to commune with the gods How a pot of basil helped to conceal a savage
murder The truth about the mysterious mandrake A conundrum written by Jane Austen to entertain her
family—the answer to which is one of the plants in this book These stories and many more will enlighten
you on these treacherous and peculiar plants, their defensive and deadly traits, the facts behind them,
and the folklore that has grown around them.

Plant Evolution
Did you know that the smell of sassafras blowing offshore convinced Columbus he was near land? Or
that the American sycamore, which has the largest tree trunk in the eastern forest, can live for 500 to 600
years? Or that in the period before the American Revolution, patriots designated a sycamore tree in
each colony as a "Liberty Tree" -- a meeting place for plotting against the British? These facts are just a
few of thousands you'll find inBotanica North America, an encyclopedia of the wonderfully diverse
North American native plants by noted Canadian garden writer Marjorie Harris. This charming
compendium is filled with more than 420 entries that provide essential information on each plant's
physical attributes, natural history, common uses, and ethnobotany. There are also fascinating, often
surprising anecdotes about plants you won't find anywhere else. From the Eastern forest to the desert,
this beautifully written volume roves across the continent exploring how climate and plant life have
affected, aided, and inspired us, from the first Native Americans to North Americans living in the twentyfirst century: "The lonely majesty of a wind-swept jack pine has inspired generations of poets and
painters," Harris writes. "These trees endure in spite of terrible weather . . . a jack pine forest has a
dense, closed canopy with an understory of cherry, blueberry, hazels, bracken, and sweet fern along with
trailing arbutus." Comprehensive and engaging, Botanica North America is also filled with lush
photographs of plants in their natural habitat and insightful quotes from a variety of gardening experts
and amateurs, from naturalist Rachel Carson to famed conservationist John Muir. Here is a reference no
gardener or environmentalist should be without.

The Evolution of Plants
Provides a concise and straightforward account of the historical development of the diverse and
interwoven themes of infectious diseases of plants.

The Natural History of Plants, Their Forms, Growth, Reproduction, and Distribution
A Natural History of the New World traces the evolution of plant ecosystems, beginning in the Late
Cretaceous period and ending in the present, charting their responses to changes in geology and climate.

The Natural History of Plants
"This guide to fossil plants explains the lives of these ancient plants, how they came to be fossilized, and
what they may tell us about the past. Kenrick and Davis trace the evolution of land plants, ferns, and
conifers and their relatives, the flowering plants. Weaving together strands from the past and present, the
snapshots of ancient and modern environments are illustrated with images of fossils and their "living
relatives." With photographs of the delicate pieces of shale that hold the fossils, the authors explore the
hidden past of plants and uncover the breadth of form and rare beauty of plants turned to
stone."--BOOK JACKET.

Blooming Flowers
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An illustrated history of plants presented through the stories of 50 key fossil discoveries This is the lively,
fully illustrated story of plant life on Earth as revealed through some of the most significant fossil
discoveries ever made. Beginning with the origins of plant life in the sea, where photosynthesis first
evolved in bacteria, the book traces the evolution of land plants, ferns, conifers and their relatives, and
flowering plants. Each fossil is depicted with stunning full-color photography alongside narrative from
paleobotanist Paul Kenrick explaining its significance and revealing the story behind its discovery.
Interspersed throughout the book are contextual "snapshots" of landscapes and environments at various
periods of geological time, focusing on plants and plant-animal interactions. A History of Plants in Fifty
Fossils is perfect for anyone interested in plants, fossils, and the stories they tell us about life on Earth.

The Natural History of Medicinal Plants
This valuable reference will be useful for both scholars and general readers. It is both botanical and
cultural, describing the role of plant in social life, regional customs, the arts, natural and covers all
aspects of plant cultivation and migration and covers all aspects of plant cultivation and migration. The
text includes an explanation of plant names and a list of general references on the history of useful plants.

Potted History
Based in extensive research in geology, atmospheric science, and paleontology, this book offers a detailed
history of CO2 in the atmosphere, and an understanding of factors that have influenced changes in the
past. The text illuminates the role of atmospheric CO2 in the modern carbon cycle and in the evolution
of plants and animals, and addresses the future role of atmospheric CO2 and its likely effects on
ecosystems.

A History of Atmospheric CO2 and Its Effects on Plants, Animals, and Ecosystems
Garden Flora
The botanical history of Britain and North West Europe has a dark and a light side. Plants have been
used as weapons to harm people, taken deliberately as addictive drugs and also employed as tools in
witchcraft and used as magical amulets. Yet many of these same plants have been medicinally vital to
numerous European communities; as the author notes, frequently the only difference between a
benevolent medicine and a poison is dosage. In this book, which is richly illustrated with modern colour
photographs and illustrations from herbals, Robert Bevan-Jones brings together a wealth of
documentary and archaeo-botanical sources to discuss the cultural, social (and anti-social) role of the fifty
most significant species of poisonous plants and fungi found in Britain, either as natives or as
introductions. An introductory essay puts into context the development of British society's knowledge of
toxic plants: the 'cultural botany' applied in Britain today has evolved over thousands of years, absorbing
information from European texts and importing useful plants from Europe, such as the mandrake. The
book's central A to Z section - from aconite to yew - then informs the reader about the history and uses
of 43 species of poisonous plants, especially those that have a documented history of medicinal usage.
Four important fungi species - death cap, liberty cap, fly agaric and ergot - also have separate essays. As
well as the plants' histories and appearance, their chemical constituents receive coverage; these give them
powerful and diverse properties, which demand our admiration and respect. The book aims to add to
the knowledge offered by field identification guides, and help reduce the risk associated with accidental
ingestion. Case histories are given in as much detail as possible and the information will hopefully help
the reader understand the properties of plants they may encounter, either in an archaeological, botanical
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or horticultural context. Most of these plants can yet be found growing in woodlands, parks, botanical
gardens, roadsides, waterways, churchyards and abbey sites. This is an essential book not only for
botanists and historical ecologists, but also for anyone interested in the toxic plant traditions of Britain
and Europe.

Book One of The History of Plants, which is about Plants in General [proof Copy]
Wild and cultivated plants have provided humans with cures for thousands of years. Aspirin, for
example, the most widely used drug in the Western pharmacopoeia, was first isolated from willows to
treat fever, pain, and inflammation. Today it is synthesized in the laboratory, and its use as an
anticoagulant eventually could overshadow its use as an analgesic. Other botanical medicines that
became significant to human health and well-being are pain-relievers from opium and coca, muscle
relaxants from curare, blood anticoagulants from sweet clover, anticancer alkaloids from Madagascar
periwinkle and Pacific yew, tranquilizers from snakeroot, and oral contraceptives from molecular
precursors in tropical yams.

Fossil Plants
Plants have profoundly moulded the Earth's climate and the evolutionary trajectory of life. Far from
being 'silent witnesses to the passage of time', plants are dynamic components of our world, shaping the
environment throughout history as much as that environment has shaped them. In The Emerald Planet,
David Beerling puts plants centre stage, revealing the crucial role they have played in driving global
changes in the environment, in recording hidden facets of Earth's history, and in helping us to predict its
future. His account draws together evidence from fossil plants, from experiments with their living
counterparts, and from computer models of the 'Earth System', to illuminate the history of our planet
and its biodiversity. This new approach reveals how plummeting carbon dioxide levels removed a barrier
to the evolution of the leaf; how plants played a starring role in pushing oxygen levels upwards, allowing
spectacular giant insects to thrive in the Carboniferous; and it strengthens fascinating and contentious
fossil evidence for an ancient hole in the ozone layer. Along the way, Beerling introduces a lively cast of
pioneering scientists from Victorian times onwards whose discoveries provided the crucial background to
these and the other puzzles. This understanding of our planet's past sheds a sobering light on our own
climate-changing activities, and offers clues to what our climatic and ecological futures might look like.
There could be no more important time to take a close look at plants, and to understand the history of
the world through the stories they tell. Oxford Landmark Science books are 'must-read' classics of
modern science writing which have crystallized big ideas, and shaped the way we think.

A History of Plants in 50 Fossils
Shows how plants avoid predators, find food, increase their territory, reproduce, and obtain sunlight

Plantopedia
Are plants intelligent? Can they solve problems, communicate, and navigate their surroundings? Or are
they passive, incapable of independent action or social behavior? Philosophers and scientists have
pondered these questions since ancient Greece, most often concluding that plants are unthinking and
inert: they are too silent, too sedentary -- just too different from us. Yet discoveries over the past fifty
years have challenged these ideas, shedding new light on the extraordinary capabilities and complex
interior lives of plants. In Brilliant Green, Stefano Mancuso, a leading scientist and founder of the field of
plant neurobiology, presents a new paradigm in our understanding of the vegetal world. Combining a
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historical perspective with the latest in plant science, Mancuso argues that, due to cultural prejudices and
human arrogance, we continue to underestimate plants. In fact, they process information, sleep,
remember, and signal to one another -- showing that, far from passive machines, plants are intelligent
and aware. Through a survey of plant capabilities from sight and touch to communication, Mancuso
challenges our notion of intelligence, presenting a vision of plant life that is more sophisticated than most
imagine. Plants have much to teach us, from network building to innovations in robotics and man-made
materials -- but only if we understand more about how they live. Part botany lesson, part manifesto,
Brilliant Green is an engaging and passionate examination of the inner workings of the plant kingdom.
Financial support for the translation of this book has been provided by SEPS: Segretariato Europeo Per
Le Pubblicazioni Scientifiche.

The Cabaret of Plants: Forty Thousand Years of Plant Life and the Human Imagination
Focusing on the human relationship with plants, the author of Second Nature uses botany to explore
four basic human desires--sweetness, beauty, intoxication, and control--through portraits of four plants
that embody them: the apple, tulip, marijuana, and potato. 100,000 first printing.

The Cultural History of Plants
There are plenty of books on how to look after houseplants but no one has shown us how and when and
why these plants came to be found in our homes. In this fascinating book we learn how potted plants are
as subject to fashion as pieces of furniture. For the Victorians it was the aspidistra in the front parlour;
for us it is the orchid in the designer loft. We find that Wedgwood created a market for special bulb pots
and that some of Conran's early designs were for houseplant containers. Then there is the story of
mignonette - a modest plant but once prized in every home for its intoxicating scent. Now that scent is
lost to us for ever. Catherine Horwood's novel combination of social history, plant history and the
history of interior design is intriguing. Her illustrations come from a variety of unusual sources since
potted plants can be found in many unexpected corners.

Plants That Kill
Plants Go to War
Although plants comprise more than 90% of all visible life, and land plants and algae collectively make
up the most morphologically, physiologically, and ecologically diverse group of organisms on earth,
books on evolution instead tend to focus on animals. This organismal bias has led to an incomplete and
often erroneous understanding of evolutionary theory. Because plants grow and reproduce differently
than animals, they have evolved differently, and generally accepted evolutionary views—as, for example,
the standard models of speciation—often fail to hold when applied to them. Tapping such wide-ranging
topics as genetics, gene regulatory networks, phenotype mapping, and multicellularity, as well as
paleobotany, Karl J. Niklas’s Plant Evolution offers fresh insight into these differences. Following up on
his landmark book The Evolutionary Biology of Plants—in which he drew on cutting-edge computer
simulations that used plants as models to illuminate key evolutionary theories—Niklas incorporates data
from more than a decade of new research in the flourishing field of molecular biology, conveying not
only why the study of evolution is so important, but also why the study of plants is essential to our
understanding of evolutionary processes. Niklas shows us that investigating the intricacies of plant
development, the diversification of early vascular land plants, and larger patterns in plant evolution is not
just a botanical pursuit: it is vital to our comprehension of the history of all life on this green planet.
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Brilliant Green
We have grown so accustomed to sharing our houses with plants that it may be surprising to learn that it
was only in the last century that plants began to move indoors. The story of how this came to pass is an
engrossing and complex one, involving many separate strands: the horticultural explosion of the
Victorian period, stimulated by the plant hunters of the golden age, changing styles of architecture, new
techniques of heating and lighting, the cultural values implicit in home design and decoration, and the
changing role of women. It is a story equally rich in plant lore and insights into American culture. Once
Upon a Windowsill is one of those books that manage, through a perceptive examination of a seemingly
"odd" topic, to shed surprising light on a much larger subject. This is an important and fascinating work
of social history. This book is only available through print on demand. All interior art is black and white.

Medical Botany: Or, History of Plants in the Materia Medica of the London,
Edinburgh,&Dublin Pharmacopœias. Arranged According to the Linn an System.
Illustrated by Coloured Plates, Etc
The Herbal Or General History of Plants
Botanica North America
"Highly entertaining…Mabey gets us to look at life from the plants’ point of view." —Constance
Casey, New York Times The Cabaret of Plants is a masterful, globe-trotting exploration of the
relationship between humans and the kingdom of plants by the renowned naturalist Richard Mabey. A
rich, sweeping, and wonderfully readable work of botanical history, The Cabaret of Plants explores
dozens of plant species that for millennia have challenged our imaginations, awoken our wonder, and
upturned our ideas about history, science, beauty, and belief. Going back to the beginnings of human
history, Mabey shows how flowers, trees, and plants have been central to human experience not just as
sources of food and medicine but as objects of worship, actors in creation myths, and symbols of war and
peace, life and death. Writing in a celebrated style that the Economist calls “delightful and casually
learned,” Mabey takes readers from the Himalayas to Madagascar to the Amazon to our own
backyards. He ranges through the work of writers, artists, and scientists such as da Vinci, Keats, Darwin,
and van Gogh and across nearly 40,000 years of human history: Ice Age images of plant life in ancient
cave art and the earliest representations of the Garden of Eden; Newton’s apple and gravity,
Priestley’s sprig of mint and photosynthesis, and Wordsworth’s daffodils; the history of cultivated
plants such as maize, ginseng, and cotton; and the ways the sturdy oak became the symbol of British
nationhood and the giant sequoia came to epitomize the spirit of America. Complemented by dozens of
full-color illustrations, The Cabaret of Plants is the magnum opus of a great naturalist and an
extraordinary exploration of the deeply interwined history of humans and the natural world.

A Cultural History of Plants
From the ancient Chinese treatment of hay fever to modern extraction of essential plant oils, here is a
wealth of history, myth, and scientific information. "Here is a fascinating story of how plants have played
a fundamental role in the history of the healing arts." — California Garden.

Death in the Garden
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This is the definitive text for potting, maintaining, and loving your houseplants. Just bought a huge palm
tree and not sure how to make it thrive? Pick up this book. Want to propagate a succulent? Pick up this
book. Are flies hounding your favorite fern? Pick up this book. It's the only plant book you'll ever need
again. From Lauren Camilleri and Sophia Kaplan of the Leaf Supply nursery comes this definitive book
for houseplant care. In these pages are hundreds of botanical beauties, each photographed and
explained in great detail. Every single plant mentioned in this book is broken down into the basics: light
exposure, how to water (and/or spray), when you need fertilizer, when you don't need fertilizer, and
more From your Monstera deliciosa (swiss cheese plant) to your Nephrolepis biserrata (giant sword fern),
this book will give you all the tools you need to make your houseplants thrive. After all, we've all
experienced the tragedy of having a houseplant die on our watch, but now with this book, you need
never feel that pain again.

A Natural History of the New World
This is a broad but provocative examination of the evolution of plants from the earliest forms of life to
the development of our present flora. Taking a fresh, modern approach to a subject often treated very
stuffily, the book incorporates many recent studies on the morphological evolution of plants, enlivens the
subject with current research on ancient DNA and other biomolecular markers, and places plant
evolution in the context of climate change and mass extinction. Also includes special Biome Maps,
showing the flora on the Earth's surface at different geological ages. Written for a non-specialist
audience.

The Private Life of Plants
As the first botanical history of World War II, Plants Go to War examines military history from the
perspective of plant science. From victory gardens to drugs, timber, rubber, and fibers, plants supplied
materials with key roles in victory. Vegetables provided the wartime diet both in North America and
Europe, where vitamin-rich carrots, cabbages, and potatoes nourished millions. Chicle and cacao
provided the chewing gum and chocolate bars in military rations. In England and Germany, herbs
replaced pharmaceutical drugs; feverbark was in demand to treat malaria, and penicillin culture used a
growth medium made from corn. Rubber was needed for gas masks and barrage balloons, while cotton
and hemp provided clothing, canvas, and rope. Timber was used to manufacture Mosquito bombers,
and wood gasification and coal replaced petroleum in European vehicles. Lebensraum, the Nazi desire
for agricultural land, drove Germans eastward; troops weaponized conifers with shell bursts that caused
splintering. Ironically, the Nazis condemned non-native plants, but adopted useful Asian soybeans and
Mediterranean herbs. Jungle warfare and camouflage required botanical knowledge, and survival
manuals detailed edible plants on Pacific islands. Botanical gardens relocated valuable specimens to safe
areas, and while remote locations provided opportunities for field botany, Trees surviving in Hiroshima
and Nagasaki live as a symbol of rebirth after vast destruction.

Medicinal Plants and Their History
The Cultural History of Plants is the most important book published on the spread and exploitation of
plants in over a century. Written by acknowledged experts in their fields, this valuable reference will be
useful for both scholars and general readers. It is both botanical and cultural, describing the role of
plants in social life, regional customs, the arts and natural landscapes. There are over 1000 plant entries
in the form of concise histories, 200 maps, and 600 black and white illustrations. The A to Z entries
cover food and flowering plants as well as those used for textiles, perfume and drugs, and include
bibliographic information. Appendices include lists of protected species, plant collection sites, a glossary
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and a chronology of plant migration.

Introduction to the History of Plant Pathology
Plant Life
Charles Darwin described the evolutionary origin of flowering plants, which seem to have appeared
abruptly during the Cretaceous Period, as an "abominable mystery." We know that the first seed plants
appear in the fossil record about 350 million years ago, and the first flowering plants 220 million years
after that, but the transitions between these major forms of plant life remain undocumented in the fossil
record. The origins of photosynthesis and the early evolution of land plants are two more of Earth's most
mysterious breakthroughs. In Plant Life: A Brief History, botanist Frederick B. Essig traces how familiar
features of modern plants emerged over hundreds of millions of years of evolution as various
environmental challenges and opportunities were met. This chronological narrative begins with the
origin of photosynthesis and the rise of cyanbacteria, explores the events that shaped the photosynthetic
cells that were eventually able to survive on land and the developmental of terrestrial reproductive
strategies, and concludes with the diverse growth forms of dicotyledonous plants and the highly
distinctive monocots. As different groups of photosynthetic organisms are introduced, Essig examines the
hypothetical scenarios by which each adapted to gain dominance in existing habitats or to move into
new ones. Through this journey, readers will acquire a deeper understanding of the diverse assembly of
photosynthetic organisms that humans depend upon for food, oxygen, medicine, building materials, and
aesthetic pleasure. Plant Life: A Brief History is a valiant step in the quest to unravel the "abominable
mysteries" of plant evolution, and offers a compelling introduction to the exciting and complex world of
evolutionary biology.--From back cover.

The Emerald Planet
How did exotic, oriental plants find their way into the borders of English gardens? Penelope Hobhouse plantswoman, garden designer and authority on historic gardens - is uniquely qualified to shed new light
on the absorbing history of gardens from ancient Egypt to the twentieth century. This is the definitive
book on the history of gardens and gardening which describes the evolution of the Western model and
explains the various historical factors which have created the modern idea of gardening as both art form
and popular pastime. In her magnificent survey of the rich heritage of Western gardening, Penelope
Hobhouse's engrossing text is perfectly complemented by an unsurpassable collection of beautiful
illustrations that range from the earliest Egyptian tomb painting to some of today's best garden
photography. Great care has been taken in the design of the book, making it both structured and
accessible. 'Plants in Garden History' is a classic work that will be referred to for many years to come.
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